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Trading with Options
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Preliminary ideas

I Think of insurance markets

I Buyer of insurance policy pays a premium to have the right to put
something to the insurance company at a prearranged price (e.g.,
destroyed car, burned-down house)

I In return for the premium, the insurance company has the obligation to
pay over to the buyer the agreed-upon value of the loss

I If no loss occurs the buyer will be out the premiums he has paid and
collects nothing

I The buyer incurs small but certain loss (premium) to get protection
against the possibility of a huge uncertain loss
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Preliminary ideas (cont.)

I Option

I The buyer (owner or holder) of the option has the right, but not the
obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset (e.g., commodity futures
contract) at a specified price (strike price) on a specified date (maturity
date or expiration date)

I The seller has the corresponding obligation to fulfill the transaction—to
sell or buy—if the buyer exercises the option

I When the option expiration date passes without the option being
exercised, the option expires and the buyer would forfeit the premium to
the seller

I In any case, the premium is income to the seller and normally a capital
loss to the buyer
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Preliminary ideas (cont.)

I History

I Contracts similar to options have been used since ancient times
I Modern options, as standardized exchange-traded securities subject to

regulatory oversight, are quite recent innovations
I In 1973, the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) was established,

which set up a regime using standardized forms and terms and trade
through a guaranteed clearing house

I In 1973, Fischer Black and Myron Scholes published famous JPE paper
putting forth a model for calculating the theoretical prices of options

I The first commodity options traded at the CBOE were live cattle and
soybean contracts, both introduced in October 1984
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Vocabulary

I Call options (insuring the buying price)

I Contract that gives the holder the right to buy at a specified price

I Example:

I You want the right to buy corn for $3.00/bu or lower
I You can purchase this right by buying a call option

- if price goes above $3.00/bu: you use your option and buy corn at
$3.00/bu

- if prices goes below $3.00/bu: you don’t use your option and buy corn at
a lower price
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Vocabulary (cont.)

I Put options (insuring the selling price)

I Contract that gives the holder the right to sell at a specified price

I Example:

I You want the right to sell corn for $4.00/bu or higher
I You can purchase this right by buying a put option

- if price goes above $4.00/bu: you don’t use your option and sell corn at a
higher price

- if prices goes below $4.00/bu: you use your option and sell corn at
$4.00/bu
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Vocabulary (cont.)

I Option buyer (holder)

I Person who pays a certain amount of money for the option
I Person who obtains the rights conveyed by the option

- buyer doesn’t have the obligation to use the option

I Option seller (writer)

I Person who receives the price paid by the buyer for the option
I Person who grants the rights contained in the option

- if buyer wants to use the option, seller has the obligation to fulfill it

NOTE THE ASYMMETRY IN RIGHTS!!!!!
⇒ Optionality
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Vocabulary (cont.)

I Options on futures

I Definition

- right to buy or sell a futures contract at a certain price

I Call option

- right to buy a futures contract at a certain price (right to open a long
futures position)

I Put option

- right to sell a futures contract at a certain price (right to open a short
futures position)

I Example: corn options [link]

https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/agricultural/grain-and-oilseed/corn_contractSpecs_options.html
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Vocabulary (cont.)

I Four dimensions in options markets
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Premium

I Premium: price of the option

I Price paid by the buyer and received by the seller of the option

I Premium has two components

I Intrinsic value: difference between strike price of the option and price
of the underlying futures contract (Price differential)

I Time value: resulted from length of time to expiration (How long to
expire?)

I Intrinsic value = 0 if difference between strike price and price of the
underlying futures contract is zero or negative
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Premium (cont.)

I Options are:

I In-the-money

- if they have positive intrinsic value, i.e. if there is a profit to be realized
by exercising the option

I At-the-money

- strike price = price of underlying futures contract
- intrinsic value = 0

I Out-of-the-money

- if there is a loss to be realized by exercising the option
- option has no intrinsic value
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Premium (cont.)

call put

in-the-money futures price > strike futures price < strike

at-the-money futures price = strike futures price = strike

out-of-the-money futures price < strike futures price > strike
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Premium (cont.)

I Time value

I Proportion of option premium resulting from length of time to expiration
I It is the value people assign to the probability that the option will move

into the money before it expires
I Time value decreases with length of time until expiration

- the closer the option gets to expiration the smaller the chance that it will
move into the money

- time value = 0 at maturity
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Premium (cont.)

I Time value
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Mechanics

I If call option is exercised:

I buyer gets a long position in futures market
I seller gets a short position in futures market
I buyer and seller are not in the options market anymore, but in the

futures market

I If put option is exercised:

I buyer gets a short position in futures market
I seller gets a long position in futures market
I buyer and seller are not in the options market anymore, but in the

futures market
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Mechanics (cont.)

I Buyers are not subject to margin requirements in options market

I no default risk since buyer can simply let the option expire if prices move
against him

I maximum risk exposure of the buyer is the premium paid to buy the
option

I Sellers have to maintain a margin account

I there is default risk on the short side because sellers have an obligation
to fulfill the option’s right

I theoretically, risk exposure of the seller is unlimited
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Mechanics (cont.)

I Six characteristics describe an option (could be more/less):

(1) put/call
(2) underlying asset
(3) strike (exercise) price
(4) number of futures contracts represented by the option
(5) maturity/expiration date
(6) American/European option

I We focus on options on futures, but these characteristics hold to options on
any product (e.g., stock options)
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Mechanics (cont.)

I (1) put/call

I buyer’s side

- put: right to a short position in the underlying futures
- call: right to a long position in the underlying futures
- no margin because has no obligation

I seller’s side

- put: obligation to start a long position in the underlying futures
- call: obligation to start a short position in the underlying futures
- must post margin because has obligation
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Mechanics (cont.)

I (2) underlying asset

I commodity futures

I (3) strike (exercise) price

I price at which the futures position will be opened
I when option is created, strike is near futures price and a few intervals

above and below
I additional prices are introduced depending on how futures price moves

over time
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Mechanics (cont.)

I (4) number of futures contracts represented by the option

I options on commodity futures

- one option, one futures contract

I options on stocks

- generally one option, 100 shares

I (5) maturity/expiration date

I options generally expire in the same month as the underlying futures
contract

I monthly serial options, which exercise into the nearby futures contract
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Mechanics (cont.)

I (6) American/European option

I European

- holder (buyer) can exercise option only at expiration
- writer (seller) must assume respective position only at expiration

I American

- holder (buyer) can exercise option at any time before expiration:
Think of complexity!

- writer (seller) must assume respective position at any time before
expiration
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Mechanics (cont.)

I Offsetting options position

I If you buy an option, there are three ways to offset this long position in
the options market:

- let the option expire (don’t do anything)
- take an opposite position in the options market
- exercise the option

I When you don’t do anything and just let your option expire

- out-of-the-money options expire worthless at maturity
- at- or in-the-money options will be automatically exercised unless

clearing house is notified otherwise
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Mechanics (cont.)

I When you take an opposite position in the options market

I you need to sell identical put or call

- same commodity, strike, expiration of underlying futures

I call and put do not offset each other
I only way to recover time value portion of premium

- remember that time value is zero at maturity

I gain/loss from options trade = premium paid when option was bought
minus premium received when options was sold

I no positions taken in the underlying futures market
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Mechanics (cont.)

I When you exercise the option

I holder (buyer) gives notice of intent to clearing house
I clearing house assigns notice on a random basis to a member who is

short the same option
I clearing member assigns notice to one or more of its customers
I next day, parties assume the assigned futures positions and are required

to post futures margin

I On the other hand, if you sell an option, there is only one way to offset your
short position in the options market:

I take an opposite position in the options market

I Sellers cannot exercise the option or let it expire

I decision to exercise or let option expire belongs to the buyer
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Summary

I Four dimensions in options market

I buy call (right to buy)
I buy put (right to sell)
I sell call (obligation to sell if the option is exercised)
I sell put (obligation to buy if the option is exercised)

I Calls insure a buying price while puts insure a selling price

I If you want insurance using options you need to take a long position
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Summary

I Only sellers are required to deposit initial margin and maintain a margin
account

I Premium is the price of an option and consists of intrinsic value and time
value

I Options can be in-, at-, or out-of-the-money

I If options on futures are exercised, both buyer and sellers get a position in the
underlying futures market

I There are three ways to offset a long position, but only one way to offset a
short position


